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C=>C-?TUAL B4AM-D=4E 

 

The essence of development( 
 

A small group of women had come together for a training programmeK Talking about the purpose of 
the workshop* one of the trainers asked N Ois there something you yearn forPO After some thought* one 
landless woman answered N OI want to live in dignity* I do not want to be reduced to a state of 
helplessness where there is no respect for me as a human being N yes* thatRs what I want* I want to live 
in dignityKO This statement left many speechless and forced the group to talk about the essence of 
developmentK To come to grips with the essence of what development means to ordinary people* they 
decided to play a gameK They imagined some divine power had given them ten boons and they were 
supposed to prepare their list in one hourK Barely half an hour later* this is what they askedT 
!" To live in dignityK  
!" Meet basic needs like clean water* fuel* food for subsistence (two meals a day)* 

employment/income and roof over our headK  
!" Breedom from violence* tensions and warK 
!" "ustice N a society where right and wrong is recognisedK 
!" SelfNsufficiency* not to be dependent for essentials on the outside worldK  
!" =pportunity to know the world outside (mobility* exposure* information and education) 
!" Society where every child experiences childhood* where children go to schoolK 
!" -Yuity between men / women and between peopleK 
!" Clean environmentK 
!" Zood healthK 
!" A government that is within the reach of the people and a say in decisions which affects our lifeK 
 
=n the top of their list was dignityK Daily struggle for water* fuel* minor forest produce* fodder and a 
small daily wage in addition to endless household chores* violence in the hands of a drunken husband* 
fear of abuse and taunts of being a parasite* strips ordinary citi\ens of this country of their dignityK 
The poor made to cringe even for basic necessities that should be theirs by rightK Domen face the 
added indignity of physical abuse and rapeK Their contribution to the familyRs survival is not 
recognised and they are seen as OparasitesOK At every stage in their life they are forced to fight with 
their back against the wallK OIs there no value for a womanRs life*] they askedK 
 
This lucid list of demands for a mythical divine power tells more than all the great books and theories 
of development put togetherK This gut level response of poor women provides the conceptual 
framework to understand women^s status and women^s empowermentK 
 
India is truly a country of paradoxesK Bor over fifty years now* our political leaders and 
administrators have repeatedly affirmed that we cannot achieve the goal of education for 
all unless we reach out to women and girls and ensure they have access to basic 
educationK _et* this goal has eluded usK _es* there are significant regional differences* but 
                                                      
1 Field Notes of Vimala Ramachandran, 1686861 
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the moot point is that a very significant proportion of Indian women and girls do not have 
access to basic education (?ercentage of literate women 3aK)2 according to (aa( Censusb 
)0K( according to >CA-4/cDI (aa))K Any discussion on the reasons for this unfortunate 
situation invariably ends in a debate on women^s status and how it influences women^s 
access to education and other development resourcesK Therefore it was felt that this -BAN
2000 review would be incomplete without revisiting the debate on women^s status and its 
implications for educational access and educational achievementK 
 
Dhat is the relationship between women^s status and women^s educationP It is 
universally acknowledged that in societies where women are valued as women* they 
seem to have greater access to educationK =n the other hand* it has also been seen that 
when women are educated* there is a significant improvement in their status within the 
family and in societyK Dhile education can play a positive interventionist role in 
improving the status of women* the fact remains that low status coupled with rigid socioN
cultural practices deny women this basic rightK Urban India has thrown up another 
paradoxK In the midN(ad0s as a result of proactive mobilisation by women^s groups in the 
urban areas there was sudden media interest on violence against womenK -ducated 
women (even officers and university teacherse) were victims of brutal violence within 
their own homesK This phenomenon labelled fdowry death] seems to corroborate global 
evidence on the wide prevalence of domestic violenceK It became apparent that education 
alone does not always lead to higher statusK -xperience of income generation 
programmes initiated by Zovernment of India demonstrated that enhancing the income of 
women alone is not enoughK The critical issue is control over incomeK Similarly* the mere 
enactment of progressive legislation on property rights* rape* domestic violence* sex 
selective abortion* 30 percent reservation in ?anchayat 4ag Institutions and the like 
remain ineffective in the absence of proactive mobilisation to ensure their 
implementationK The presence of oppressive practices* discrimination* abuse and violence 
in all regions of the country and in almost every social class and community points 
towards a much deeper malice in Indian societyK This unfortunate phenomenon was 
attributed to the low status of womenK Bor the last fifty years administrators and political 
leaders have thrown up their arms helplessly and declared that nothing short of a social 
revolution will shake up the societyK 
 
Dhat is fstatus]P Is it some intangible and unmeasurable concept that means different 
things to different peopleP Since the midN(ad0s* researchers have worked on the relative 
position and condition of women* visNhNvis menK They used the term istatus^ to capture 
the prevailing situation by measuring a range of developmental indicatorsK Bor example N 
Demographic status covering number of men and women in different age groups* sex 
ratio* birth rate etcK -ducational status capturing number of women and men achieving 
different levels of educationK cealth status N life expectancy* ageNspecific mortality* 
nutritional deficiency* access to healthcare services and so onK In (ad) Zovernment of 
India published the pioneering work fTowards eYuality – report of the committee on the 
status of women in India]K Since then the indicators used to measure women^s status has 
been fineNtuned and adapted to almost every sector in IndiaK In fact* India is one of the 
first countries to collect genderNdisaggregated data on a wide range of development 
indicatorsK 
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At the root of the debate on status is the notion of powerK Domen^s powerlessness stems 
from their lack of access to and control over resources – material resources* human 
resources and intangible resources2K This uneYual gender relation manifests itself in 
different waysK Domen^s work and women^s contribution to the economy is either 
undervalued or outright dismissedK The way work is definedb not gust by the society but 
even by economistsb devalues women^s contribution to the survival and maintenance of 
the household and to family occupation (land* cattle* homeNbased work)K  -ssentially 
what we mean is that women^s work is not fvalued] in monitory termsK As a result* they 
are perceived as being a drain on family and societal resourcesK Their skill* knowledge 
and abilities are also undervaluedK Dhile Dalit and other socially and economically 
disadvantaged communities in India also experience this kind of powerlessness* there is 
another dimension of women^s powerlessnessK Domen^s reproductive role (birthing* 
nurturing* caring and ensuring the survival of children) that ensures intergenerational 
survival of communities is distortedK They are portrayed as being weak and thereby 
fdependent] on menK It is indeed ironic that while the male fseed] is taken as the 
determining factor for inheritance* women shoulder the burden of isex determination^K 
This is perhaps the most important factor that influences women^s status within the 
family and also responsible for a large proportion domestic violence* desertion and abuseK 
This kind of powerlessness makes women vulnerableK The prevalence of family and 
societal violence against women is today acknowledged as a sensitive indicator of 
women^s statusK It is this asymmetry in power relations that determines statusK  
 
Dhy has this uneYual power relations remained unchallenged for thousands of yearsP 
cere we move into another dimension of social organisationK Traditionally women^s 
mobility has been restrictedb as a result her knowledge base is also limitedK Lack of 
access to education* mobility and contact with the larger world has confined women to 
their immediate environmentK There knowledge base is weak and what they do know 
(about food* health* cattle* plants* herbs* illness and the like) is undervaluedK The sheer 
business of survival takes a heavy tollK -ducation is not perceived as a priority in their 
daily battle for food* water* fuel and subsistence chores for the survival of their familyK 
?oor women are caught in a vicious situation where social isolation that stems from lack 
of mobility and access to information and knowledge beyond their immediate present 
alienates them from decisionNmaking processes within the family and in the societyK In a 
social milieu where women are not valued as a human being* they perceives themselves 
as a victims even of well intentioned schemes and programmes that purport to address 
their health* education* employment and family planning needsK Domen have little 
control over or knowledge about their body and their lifeK All these factors reinforce a 
very low selfNimageK Ultimately poor women are trapped in their own selfNperceptionK 
And the prevailing uneYual gender relations perpetuate this perceptionK cistorically* 
social reformers and radical movements created environment for changeK But in the 

                                                      
2 This frame<or= has been developed in three boo=sA Naila Babeer, Reversed Realities C Dender 

Hierarchies in Fevelopment Thought (Bali for Jomen, Ne< Felhi 1664)M Ranjani B Murty, 
Dender and Fevelopment in India (IJIF, Madras, 1664) and Srilatha Satli<ala et al, Status of 
Rural Jomen in Barnata=a, NIAS, Sangalore, 1668 
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absence of any such social movement* women in Indian continue to be trapped in the 
cycle of poverty* powerlessness and low statusK 
 
 

Women1s status and education 
 

fDhy has education been inaccessible to rural women for centuriesP ?art of the answer lies on the 
supply side N there is clearly a lack of adeYuate and sensitive educational efforts to mobilise rural 
women* involve them in the educational process and help them reflect critically on their livesK 
The other side of the problem lies in womenRs own inability and lack of will to demand education 
and to assert themselvesK =ne can begin to understand this inability by a simple analysis of the 
socioNeconomic milieu in which a magority of poor rural women existT 
!" Caught up in daily struggles for fuel* fodder* and wage* they have no time for anything elseK 
!" Their wellNdefined social roles and norms of interaction leave little room for education and 

critical thinkingK 
!" Zoing about their chores in isolation* they are unable to share their experience of oppression 

with other women* and are therefore unable to tap their collective strengthK 
!" They are denied access to information and alienated from decisionNmaking processesK -ven 

when they relate to government schemes* they do so as passive recipientsK 
!" kictimised by schemes that purport to address their health* education* and employment needs* 

they are forced to view their environment with fear and suspicionK 
!" Systematically robbed of their confidence to think and learn without fear of failure* they are 

subseYuently paralysed by their own low selfNimageK 
As a result of these factors* women are caught in a vicious* selfNperpetuating cycleb their inability to 
educate themselves perpetuates the stereotype that education is irrelevant to womenK3]  
 
The two key words we come across in the debate on women^s status are access and 
controlK  fDhat do iaccess^ and icontrol^ meanP In the context of material* human and 
intangible resources* access refers to the opportunity available to use the resourcesK Bor 
instance* do women get an opportunity to take a loan or go to the health centre for 
treatmentP If they do* they can be said to have access to these resourcesK Control is much 
more complex* and needs to be understood within the notion of shared power and onN
going negotiationK Control over a resource is the bargaining power to define or determine 
the use of that resourcel cowever* control cannot be defined identically for every kind 
of resourceK Bor a woman* control over her sexuality* fertility* mental and physical 
security* mobility* and intangible personal resources means her right to male decisions 
about the use of these resources and that this right* and her decision about the use of these 
resources is accepted by othersl =n the other hand* control over public and private 
resources* political spaces* or redressal systems* means the right to eYual participation in 
decisionNmaking about the use of these resources* and the benefits that accrue from such 
useK Bor instance* women must have a right to an eYual say in determining what crops 
will be planted on the family land* when and at what price they will be sold* how the 
resultant income will be spent* what trees should be planted in a community aforestation 
programme* whom they will vole for in an election* or where a school will be locatedl 
                                                      
3 Project FocumentA Mahila Sama=hya C Education for Jomen’s EXuality, Fepartment of Education, 

Dovernment. of India, March 1686 
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Thus we are not defining control as a mere shift of decision making from men to womenb 
rather* control means an acknowledged and socially sanctioned eYual share in decision 
making* in both the private and public spheres]K)  
 
De can thus measure women^s status through the prism of iaccess^ and icontrol^K 
Indicators or analytical tools can be used to analyse women^s statusK These indicators are 
now being used in the cuman Development 4eports brought out by U>D? to rank 
countries on a Zender Development IndexK Zovernment of India is also in the process of 
fineNtuning and adapting the Zender Development Index (ZDI) to IndiaK In the last ten 
years there is a realisation that unless we have fproof] by way of data* indicators* case 
histories and so on N the mainstream development pundits will continue to dismiss 
fgender] as a crucial determinant in the overall wellNbeing of societyK Till a decade back* 
the development community dominated by economists was reluctant to grapple with nonN
economic factors that impact on developmentK Most fsolutions] were formulated in 
economic termsK In the last ten years* partly because of advocacy spearheaded by the 
cuman Development 4eports and partly because of widespread media coverage of 
growing societal violence* ethnic strife* rampant corruption* the collapse of the Soviet 
Block and so on N development pundits are willing to seriously study nonNeconomic 
issues in development planningK De are now poised at a threshold* where the impact of 
gender ingustice on the overall development scenario* is more that evidentK In India* we 
are all aware that we can never realise the goal of f-ducation for All] unless we are 
willing to sYuarely address gender dimension of education planning and administrationK 

                                                      
4 Page 1[818, Satli<ala et al, op cit. 1668 
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SECTION II 

MEASURING @WOMEN1S STATUSA 
 
-ducational planners in India have tried a wide range of strategies to bridge the gap 
between men and womenK Almost every conceivable strategy has been tried outK Bifty 
years after Independence we are still grappling with uneYual accessK Dhy have they not 
workedP Dhat went wrongP A thorough exercise was done in (a8nN86 and the 
Zovernment acknowledged that there were no easy answersK Dhat the education sector 
can do is to work as a catalyst and provide the initial momentum for changeK The 
>ational ?olicy on -ducation ((a86 and 4evised kersion of (aa2) stated that the 
Zovernment will use education as a means to achieve gender eYualityK The chapter titled 
f-ducation for Domen^s -Yuality] went as far as to state that education will be used as a 
tool to correct centuries of discriminationK _et* translating this very radical policy into 
implementable strategies and activities has been a very difficult taskK This is because 
women^s status cannot be altered by the actions of one arm of the ZovernmentK  
 

Sex ratio 
 
This is perhaps the most sensitive index of women^s statusK It is determined by a wide range of 
factors linked to women^s access to public and private resourcesK Sex ratio is an outcome 
indicator that is result of higher mortality of girl children in the 0Nn age group* neglect and 
discrimination in food* healthcare and physical well being at all stages of lifeK In recent times 
technology assisted female foeticide is practised in some pockets – despite prevailing legislation 
banning the use of diagnostic tests to determine the sex of the childK Similarly* the prevalence of 
infanticide in some Districts sent shock waves throughout the countryK There is a temptation to 
simplify this complex problemK As Dre\e and Sen point outT  
 
fTo begin with* we should deal with two misunderstandings that arise from time to time in 
popular discussion of the issue of low femaleNmale ratios in IndiaKKK Birst* it is sometimes thought 
that the main cause of the problem is some phenomenon of hidden female infanticide* not 
captured in reported death statisticsK In fact census figures on femaleNmale ratios are Yuite 
consistent with what one would predict based on (() standard femaleNmale ratios at birth of about 
Kan* and (2) independently recorded ageN and sexNspecific mortality rateslIt is possible* of 
course* that recorded child death include some female infant deaths due to infanticide* which are 
reported by parents as due to some other causesK But anthropological evidence suggests that 
female infanticide* when it does occur* takes place very soon after birthK The bulk of excessive 
female mortality in childhood* on the other hand* occurs after the age of one* with a less uneYual 
pattern in the first yearKKK The force of excess female mortality* therefore* lies in mortality rates in 
age groups beyond female infanticideK The female disadvantage in these age groups is itself due 
to a wellNdocumented practice of preferential treatment of boys and neglect of female children in 
intraNhousehold allocationK There is* indeed* considerable direct evidence of neglect of female 
children in terms of health care* nutrition* and related needs* particularly in >orth IndiaK]n 
 
-ducation alone cannot become the magic wandK CoNordinated action at several fronts 
                                                      
Z Pages 1438144, ]ean Fre^e and Amartya SenA India Economic Fevelopment and Social 

_pportunity, _xford University Press, Ne< Felhi, 166Z 
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could enable women break out of the vicious cycle of poverty and powerlessnessK 
4epeated failure to ensure convergence of developmental inputs in the larger framework 
of empowerment has been the bane of sectoral planning N not only in India* but also 
across the worldK  Dhile almost all Zovernments* donor agencies and multilateral 
organisations (including the Dorld Bank) pay lip service to convergence* 
operationalising a multiNsectoral strategy in a system that is built on clear demarcation of 
sectoral territories have been a daunting prospectK Dhile it may be almost impossible to 
ensure complete convergence* Zovernments can chose a limited number of sectors and 
plan for convergence at the field levelK This is where indicators come handyK 
 

Child sex ratio (0-6) in select @Red AlertA Districts of India (Census 
1991) 

Bhind* Madhya ?radesh 8n0 per (000 boys 
"aisalmer* 4agasthan 8n( per (000 boys 
Eaithal* caryana 8n) per (000 boys 
"ind* caryana 8nn per (000 boys 
Salem* Tamil >adu 8na per (000 boys 

 
This section lists nine indicators that can be used to measure women^s statusK This subN
section has been adapted from 4angani Murty ((aa))* >aila Eabeer ((aa)) and S 
Batliwala ((aa8) work on women^s empowermentK 4ecent data has also been used to 
highlight issues and also point towards gaps in existing database on womenK 

Women, work and their access to and control over productive assets and resources:  
 

 
 

Select States 

p of cultivators and agricultural 
labourers who were women and girls* 

by select States*  Census (aa( 

p of women and girls in the workforce 
who were cultivators or agricultural 

labourers* by select State* Census (aa( 
 Cultivators Agricultural 

Labourers 
Cultivators Agricultural 

Labourers 
Andhra ?radesh 2aKd3 n(K(3 22K3d 60K33 
Arunachal ?radesh n0K)n 36K2d 83Kd8 nK(2 
Bihar ((K62 2nKna 3(K60 naK2a 
caryana ((Kd0 (2K8( )6K6) 2nK0) 
Eerala (0K38 32K28 nKn6 36K0a 
Maharashtra 38Kdn n3K02 3aK0d )3K6a 
=rissa (0K60 3)Ka0 2nK8) nnK06 
?ungab (K2( )K)n 8Kd2 2)K36 
4agasthan 23K(6 3nK80 6aK3) (8K23 
Tamil >adu 2nKn8 )dK(d 20Ka2 n3Kda 
Dest Bengal dK(a (aK)2 (6K23 3dK88 
India 20K0d 38K(2 3)Knd ))K2) 
 
It is said that women do threeNfifths of the worldRs work* earn oneNtenth of the worldRs 
income and own oneNhundredth of the worldRs assetsK Domen work* but their work is not 
visible in statisticsK Census of India records that only 2d per cent women in rural areas 
and a percent women in urban areas are formally in the workforcee There are staggering 
differences across States – while in Andhra ?radesh and Maharashtra )3 and )d percent 
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women are reported as being in the work force in rural areasb ?ungab records a mere ) per 
centK As seen in the table below a clearer picture seems to emerge when we look at the 
data on agricultural labourers and cultivators in different StatesK  
 
Dhat does this tell usP The number of women and girl cultivators is large and growingK 
Dhile it is true that the recording system adopted in the (aa( Census was very strict and 
people were asked to report unpaid work of women on family farms* the fact remains that 
more and more women are today part of the work forceK Unfortunately we do not have 
much information on ownershipK Domen works on land* in looms* take care of cattle* on 
other family assets – but they rarely own themK Similarly* women rarely seem to own the 
house they live in* as a result they are always vulnerableK As Dr Bina Agarwal points outT 
fIndeed while the link between property and class relations has been well established in 
political economy* the link between property and gender relations has remained largely 
unexaminedK Land has been and continues to be the most significant form of property in 
rural South AsiaK It is a critical determinant of economic wellNbeing* social status and 
political powerK cowever there is substantial evidence that economic resources in the 
hands of male household members often do not benefit female members in eYual degreeK 
Independent ownership of such resources* especially land* can thus be of critical 
importance in promoting the well being and empowerment of womenK]6 
 
The absence of material assets like housing* land* tools of production is critical for the 
survival of poor householdsK And within the household* women^s access to and control 
over them determines their ability to lead a life of dignityK It also reduces their 
vulnerabilityK Coupled with prevailing norms of use of such resources and traditional 
division of labour (where men plough and women plant* weed etcK) formal ownership 
could be negated in actual practiceK In a situation of crisis* like being widowed or 
separated* women are often forced to abandon immovable family assets like house and 
landK This may be the case even in situations where women may continue to be legal 
ownersK  Developing indicators for ownership and control over assets and resources could 
be exploredK Zovernment programme for housing* land distribution* loan for acYuiring 
other productive assets could insist on either sole or goint ownership* thereby 
safeguarding women^s accessK -nsuring easy access to credit through selfNhelp groups* 
credit groups and the like have made a significant difference to women^s access to 
productive assetsK >eedless to add* other indicators may have to be developed to measure 
extent of control over these assetsK 

Domen^s access to public resources – forests* commons* water* sanitation* education* 
health etcT 
In every democratic society some basic resources are guaranteed by the State as a 
fundamental right of citi\ensK ?ublic resources range from access to village commons* 
forest produce* water and fuel at one end of the spectrum to access to education* training 
and healthcare at the other endK Domen^s inability to access these resources has a 
profound impact on statusK The health status of a community is a very sensitive index of 

                                                      
6 Sina Agar<al C A field of ones o<n C gender and land rights in South Asia, Cambridge University 

Press, 1664 
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well beingK It is well known that lack of basic healthcare services for pregnant women is 
responsible for high infant* child and maternal mortality rates in many parts of the 
countryK It is indeed shocking that only 2)Kn per cent of all deliveries are conducted in 
institutions and trained professionals in India attend only 2)K3 deliveriesK This implies 
that n(K3 per cent of all deliveries are neither in institutions nor does a trained person 
attend themK 4egional variations are significant – with Eerala topping the list with a2K3 
per cent deliveries in Institutions and 4agasthan coming last with delivery conducted by 
untrained persons being as high as dnK) percent in urban areas and 80 per cent in rural 
areas (S4S* Z=I* (aa3)K =nly (K3 per cent of ZD? is spent on health and 88 p of 
pregnant women in the (nN)a age group are anaemicK It is estimated that Maternal 
Morality 4ate is as high as nd0 per (00*000 live births in (aa3 and Infant Mortality 4ate 
is d3 per (000 live births in (aa6 (cDSA* (aa8)K 
 

Percentage Distribution of female deaths related to childbirth and pregnancy by specific cause, 
Rural India 1990 and 1994 (RGI, GOI, 1994)7 

Bleeding and ?regnancy and ?uerperium 23Kd0 23Kd0 
Anaemia (aK)0 (aK30 
Toxaemia (nK20 (3K(0 
?uerperal Sepsis 08K(0 (0K60 
Abortion ((K80 (2K60 
MalN?osition of child 0dK(0 06K)0 
>ot classified ()Kd0 ()K20 
Total (00 (00 
 
Let us look at people access to safe water* sanitation* and housingK The situation is as 
grimK According to the cuman Development in South Asia (aa8 only 63 per cent of 
people have access to safe water and 2a per cent have access to sanitationK -ven if 
women technically have access to safe water (piped water* hand pumps* tube well)* the 
amount of time spent collecting and storing water is Yuite significantK The situation of 
Dalit women who are denied access to water sources in their vicinity because of 
continued practices of untouchability is rarely factored inK -xperience of organisations 
working with rural and urban poor women reveal that almost two to four hours a day is 
spent on managing household water resourcesK This situation gets particularly grim 
during the summer months and also during the monsoon* ?oor women in urban slums 
report that access to even a few buckets of water for basic necessities is a problemK Dater 
contamination* pollution and indiscriminate waste disposal further compound the 
problemK  Traditionally women have always borne the brunt of water scarcityK It is also 
said to influence girls access to schooling and their attendanceK Dhen water is scarce* 
daughters take over the load of fetching water* especially if it involves Yueuing up or 
walking long distancesK 
 
 
Literacy rates in select states, 1991 and 1994 

State p Literate  N (Age dq)4ural and Urban 
(aa( Census 

p Literate N (aa) (Age dq) 4ural =nly 
cDI / >CA-4 

                                                      
[ Source Annual Report 1664 of Registrar Deneral of India, Quoted in Jomen in India C A Statistical 

Profile, 166[M Dovernment of India 166[ 
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 Male Bemale Male Bemale 
caryana 6dK8n )0Ka) 6aK) 38K( 
cimachal ?radesh d)Knd n2K)6 daK) ndK0 
?ungab 63K68 )aKd2 68K2 n(K2 
Bihar n2K63 23K(0 n6K6 28K8 
Uttar ?radesh nnK3n 26K02 62K0 28K3 
Madhya ?radesh ndK)3 28K3a n8Ka 2dK( 
=rissa 62K3d 3)K)0 6dK8 )0Kd 
4agasthan nnK0d 20K8) 60K) (aK0 
Dest Bengal 6dK2) )dK(n 66K3 )aKa 
Zugarat d2Kn) )8Kn0 d(K3 )6Kd 
Maharashtra d)K8) n0Kn( d0Ka )nK( 
Andhra ?radesh n6K2) 33Kd( 60K6 3aK( 
Earnataka 6dK2n ))K3) 6nK( )3Ka 
Eerala a)K)n 86Ka3 a3K0 86Kn 
Tamil >adu d)K88 n2K2a d)K6 n3K2 
India 63.86 39.42 65.6 40.1 
 
Domen^s access (or lack of it) to public resources determines a range of social 
indicators* like literacy* infant and child mortality* malnutrition and so onK All these 
indicators are closely linked* one impacting and influencing the otherK In the last thirty 
years the Zovernment has accepted these interNlinkagesK Bor example* one of the most 
popular correlation made in recent times is the link between female literacy* fertility* 
child survival and child nutritionK As a result of intensive advocacy by women^s 
organisations the Zovernment decided to shift the focus of the cealth and Bamily 
Delfare programme from method specific contraceptive targets to a more integrated 
reproductive and child health approachK Almost every development department of the 
Zovernment provides for formation of women^s groups at the village level (or in urban 
settlements) to ensure convergence of different social sector servicesK  Similarly* many 
development programmes have tried to explore the gender dimension of accessK Bor 
example* in the last ten years water and sanitation programmes* goint forest management 
programmes and primary education progects have tried to provide for the training of 
women to ensure they become active members of village level user committeesK ?ani 
?anchayas* killage -ducation Committee and the kan Suraksha Samiti are expected to 
ensure at least 30 percent womenK 
 
De can assess women^s access to public resources using the following indicatorsK 
!" -ducationT literacy rates over a period* percentage of boys and girls finishing primary 

school* middle school and high school (Board -xaminations)* ageNspecific school 
attendance rates of boys and girls and percentage of men and women in postN
secondary higher education by type of educationK Calculating the gender gap in each 
of the above and plotting the trend over a period of time will enable us to understand 
the extent of women^s access to educationK  

!" cealthT Age specific mortality rate of men and women in the (nN3n age group with 
causes of death will help us capture a wide range of health related issues including 
maternal mortality* death due to unnatural causes (dowry / domestic violence related)K 
UnderNn mortality rate of boys and girls is again a very sensitive index of how much 
society values its girls and their access to nutrition and healthcareK ?ercentage of 
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sterilisation performed on men and women is again an effective indicator of women^s 
status and taken together with family si\e and number of girls and boys in the family 
– it can give us an insight into the value society places on womenK The cuman 
Development 4eports calculate fhealth services access] – the percentage of the 
population that can reach appropriate local health service by foot or local means of 
transport in no more that one hourK "uxtaposing this with mortality data can enable 
researchers and policy makers to get a better insight into access – physical and socialK  

!" Dater and sanitationT Access to safe water and availability of water source by type* 
distance and seasonal variations is again an effective indicator of women^s access to 
public resourcesK This one variable is said to influence girls access to education and 
health status of the familyK Micro studies done on household work distribution have 
shown that women and girls shoulder the magor burden of fetching and storing water* 
with young boys playing a supportive role in some areasK Access to proper water 
disposal systems and toilets are again a sensitive indexK These have been used 
effectively in the cuman Development 4eports to calculate the cuman Development 
IndexK The (aan cD4 has used this to analyse women^s statusK  

!" ?ercentage of women and men treated in hospitals and clinics – by illness (with the 
exception of deliveries* abortion and related problems)K In the last twenty years micro 
studies have revealed gender differences in access to health care servicesK Domen 
seem to have less access to hospital / clinic based care and greater access to 
traditional healers and local medical (traditional and 4M?s) practitionersK Zirls are 
often not brought to clinics and hospitals at an appropriate time* with the family first 
resorting to homeNbased care* local practitioner and finally (when it is perhaps too 
late) to hospitalsK =n the other hand son preference in India seems to positively 
influence healthNseeking behaviour for boysK 

Control over labour and access to income 
Ask any woman what she urgently needs* the first thing that will come to her mind will 
be employment and income – even when she is already overworked and is shouldering 
the entire burden of family subsistence workK Innumerable micro studies and life histories 
have shown that when the family is on the verge of starvation* women take on the 
responsibility of ensuring survivalK ?oor women will tell you that children ask them for 
food* not their fathersK At another level* evidence has also shown that when the income of 
women go up there is an immediate improvement in the health* nutrition and education 
status of childrenK This does not always hold true when the income of men go upK 4ecent 
reports and documents on the antiNliYuor movement in different parts of the country have 
focused attention on male alcoholism and family survivalK Therefore* women^s control 
over their own labour and the income earned by them is a sensitive index of women^s 
statusK 
 
What are the indicators that help us measure labour and income\ 
!" Domen^s participation in the labour marketT this is captured in work participation 

rates (main and marginal workers* formal / informal sector / home based etcK)K The 
methodology used to record work participation of women has been a very important 
area of work in the last forty yearsK 

!" ?ercentage of male and female nonNfarm workers among main workers and 
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percentage of male and female agricultural labourers among marginal and subsidiary 
workers will enable us to capture the economic status of womenK 

!" Agricultural wage rates of men and women and nonNfarm wage rates of men and 
women captures gender differentialsK The Indian Constitution guarantees eYual pay 
for eYual work – yet in reality the wage differentials are Yuite significantK 

!" ?ercentage distribution of adult wage earners by duration of employment 
disaggregated by sex could enrich the above informationK 

!" Domen^s access to education and skill trainingT In the time of globalisation* women^s 
access to appropriate skill training determines their ability to get employmentK Again* 
the type of skill training made available to women (sex stereotypes) invariably push 
women into certain kinds of occupations and prevent access in othersK 

!" Domen^s access to creditT In the last twenty five years* especially since the pathN
breaking work done by Self -mployment Domen^s Association of Zugarat* CoN
operative Development Bederation of Andhra ?radesh and Dorking Domen^s Borum 
of Tamil >adu – women^s access to credit has been accepted as a important indicator 
of statusK 

Women1s control over their bodies  
f_ou ask me about my health N where do I startP I am ill because I do not get adeYuate 
food* adeYuate sleep* and the dust from the stone Yuarry settles in my lungsK I do not have 
water to keep cleanK My children are exposed to the cold* the heat and to the rainK My 
husband gets drunk and beats me and I am bruised all overK I work from dawn to duskK I 
produced more children than what my emaciated body could handle N yet I fear how 
many will actually surviveK Dhen I seek doctors* they do not listen to my storyK They 
give me some tablets that make me sickK ce never explains what is wrongK Dhen I 
complain of exhaustion* he says women complain too muchK The only time they seek me 
out is to persuade me to get sterilisedK _ou still want to know what ails me N look at my 
life* it is the cause of my illnessKO  (Stone Yuarry worker in the outskirts of Delhi8) 
 
fBrom the day I got married it is my husband who takes all decisionsK I do not have the 
freedom or the courage to tell him that I do not want any more childrenK  ce wants at least 
three sonsKKK Babies do not fall into our wombs on their own* why then are we women chased 
like animalsP  Dhy can^t the nurse chase my husbandP I have to undergo the pain of 
pregnancy and childbirthK Dhy canRt my husband undergo the pain of sterilisationP f  (4ural 
woman from U? cills) 
 
=ne of the most glaring dimensions of gender ineYuality is women^s lack of control over 
their own bodyK Starting from age of marriage to access to contraception* abortion and 
healthcare* women^s experience of gender ingustice is closely linked to their ability to 
decide when and whom they marry* when and how many children they have* access to 
contraception* reluctance of men to take responsibility for their sexuality* sexual abuse 
and violence – and above all the vulnerability of women to Sexually Transmitted 
Infections including cIk and AIDSK Till recently the only data that influenced policy 
making was Contraceptive ?revalence 4atesK The entire might of India^s cealth and 
                                                      
8 Field Notes of Vimala Ramachandran, 1664864 
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Bamily Delfare ?rogramme was geared towards achieving contraceptive targetsK The 
International Conference on ?opulation and Development* Cairo (aa) signalled a magor 
departure in this arenaK Zovernment of India took the initiative to do away with method 
specific targets and adopted a more holistic reproductive and child health approachK As a 
result* today we are more open to looking at broader range of indicators to determine 
women^s statusK 
 
The indicators that can be used to measure women^s control over their body are as 
followsT 
!" Availability of and utilisation of A>C and ?>C services 
!" ?ercentage of Institutional deliveries and deliveries assisted by trained personnelK 
!" Contraceptive prevalence rates – spacing methods* male and female sterilisation and 

abortionK 
!" Bertility rateK 
!" ?ercentage of male and female sterilisation operations performed over a period of 

time and trends thereofK 
!" ?revalence of abortion and resultant mortality and morbidityK Access to safe abortion 

facilitiesK 
!" Maternal and infant mortality rateK 
!" 4ecorded numbers of domestic and sexual violence N including rape* sexual abuse* 

ieve teasing^ and other forms of gender violenceK The number of convictions could 
supplement this informationK 

Physical mobility 
It is Yuite surprising that until recently* women^s physical mobility has not been used as 
an indicator to measure statusK As Srilatha Batliwala succinctly puts itT fThe sociological 
interNrelationship between caste* class and women^s mobility is interestingK ?atriarchal 
controls on women^s sexuality are maximum in the case of upper castesK The fear of 
pollution due to interNmarriage or illegitimate sexual contact of their women with lower 
caste men* as well as the premium on family honour and avoiding shame in upper caste 
households* results in severe regulation and controll Apart from caste rules* menstrual 
taboos in many cultures and religious strictures also are significant determinants on 
women^s mobilityK The controls on physical mobility are maximum in the childbearing 
agel In fact* in India adolescent girls are almost always escorted by male or older 
female relatives because of the anxiety to safeguard their virginityl Control over 
mobility is a very sensitive and important indicator of autonomy as it debunks the myth 
that it is the poor and low caste women who have a lower statusl ?hysical mobility* 
although a vital parameter of status is unfortunately a doubleNedged sword* since most 
societies seem to have little respect for women^s bodily integrityK Bree mobility makes 
women vulnerable to assault molestation and rapel Increased physical mobility cannot 
directly translate into higher status unless there is social transformation that makes free 
mobility a safe proposition for womenK]a 
 
Mobility is a rather tricky issueK Zovernment programmes and nonNgovernment 
                                                      
6 Pages 3[836, S Satli<ala et al, 1668 
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organisations working towards women^s empowerment address this seriouslyK Increased 
mobility gives women greater access to information and knowledge and build selfNesteem 
and selfNconfidenceK The ?udukkottai Total Literacy Campaign (Tamil >adu) enabled 
thousands of women to learn to ride bicycleK "ust the very simple skill of cycling opened 
a >ew Dorld to themK The Department of -ducation^s Mahila Samakhya programme has 
build in field trips* melas* study visits and structured exposure to District administrationK 
Similarly >Z=s like S?A4C* Swayam Shikshan ?rayog* S-DA etcK create opportunities 
to learn from othersK But* the basic issue is that* mobility and autonomy go togetherK As 
of now* the only indicator that could possibly be used is the development of 
infrastructure and public transportK As the caryana and ?ungab experience amply 
demonstrates* the mere existence of facilities does not automatically lead to greater useK 
But it does seem to have made a significant difference to girls access to schooling beyond 
the primary levelK 

Access to intangible resources  
Dhen we debate the relative strength or status of two groups of human beings we 
invariably use words like – selfNconfident* selfNesteem* can get together and argue their 
point better* knowledge acYuired in the experience of life* general family environment 
and so onK These are often dismissed as being intangible* something that cannot be 
measured or even definede Therefore* when a Zovernment programme known as 
Domen^s Development ?rogramme of 4agasthan ((a8)) talked about improving the selfN
esteem and selfNconfidence of women* enabling them to acYuire the ability to critically 
analyse their own life situation* using the information they have and moving from a sate 
of passive acceptance of their life situation to a more proactive mode – a lot of planners 
and administrators dismissed the programme as a nonNstarterK In a very short span of four 
years* the change was visible and the impact palpableK It was so effective that a 
significant section of 4agasthan Zovernment and many political leaders wanted to close 
down or gust render the programme ineffectiveK That is what happened in (aa2 – for all 
practical purposes this vibrant programme lost outK The experience of DD? inspired 
others and in (a8a the Department of -ducation* Mc4D launched Mahila Samakhya – a 
women^s empowerment programmeK Again* this programme has proved beyond doubt 
that such intangibles have to be addressed if we are serious about improving the status of 
womenK 
 
Creation of women^s collective – Mahila Samooh / Mahila Sangha* raising 
consciousness* enabling women to reach out to information and knowledge* facilitating 
greater mobility and opportunities to meet and learn from other people – all these have 
now become accepted processes of empowermentK -ssentially* what happens is that the 
programme removes the isolation women experience and enables them to come together 
and draw strength from each otherK -ven the simple act of acknowledging domestic 
violence as a larger societal issue and not a fpersonal shame] is a liberating experienceK 
They also acYuire education and community development skillsK The programme helps 
them access other skills and see themselves as masons* hand pump mechanics* 
entrepreneurs* traders* farmers* teachers* social activists* forest resources manager and so 
onK 
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Again the indicators that could be used to record and may be even assess women^s access 
to such intangible resources is by way of documenting the experience of women in 
forming groups / collectives* the kind of training they have received* exposure to the 
world outside and so onK 

Law and mechanisms for legal redressal  
Constitutional guarantee of fundamental rights and freedoms have meant little to millions 
of women all over India who have been subgect to centuries of oppression and all forms 
of exploitationK Their secondary status in society* coupled with oppressive caste system 
and grinding poverty* has effectively robbed them of their rights and a life of dignityK 
Domen have faced the brunt of atrocities and are subgect to violence at home* in the work 
place and in societyK Many of them become unwitting victims of senseless violence* 
leaving their lives scarred beyond human toleranceK _et* women have survived and many 
of them have also mustered the courage to fight for their rightsK The Zovernment 
acknowledges that despite good laws and rules* their enforcement has been a magor 
problemK Unless there is a social movement that can transform existing attitudes and 
behaviour patterns* the role of the Zovernment is limited and active support of civil 
society is necessaryK The Zovernment can play a catalytic role in fostering a climate 
where women^s rights* dignity and security are safeguardedK 
 

Percentage distribution of various crimes against women in 199710 
Molestation 2nK30 
Torture 30K30 
Dowry Deaths 0nK00 
Eidnapping and abduction (2K80 
4ape (2K60 
Dowry ?rohibition Act 02K20 
Immoral Traffic (?revention) Act 06Ka0 
Sexual carassment 0)K80 
=thers 00K(0 

 
?rogressive laws and women friendly gudiciary theoretically* provides women with the 
opportunity to seek redressalK It has been used by individual women and also by groups 
and communitiesK India is fortunate to have one of the most progressive Constitutions* 
which upholds the principle of eYuality and social gusticeK India also has a history of 
affirmative action* and in the last ten years we have made tremendous progress in this 
arenaK =n the other hand* we have not been able to enforce so many lawsK Starting from 
the innocent sounding ?revention of Child Marriage act to the more difficult and complex 
inheritance laws* the mere existence of progressive legislation does not guarantee 
enforcementK In the last two years the Supreme Court =f India^s directive on sexual 
harassment in the workplace and more some very hard hitting gudgements in feve 
teasing] has made some dent* but the magority of women are constrained by their own 
life situation and therefore do not have the confidence or the resources to complainK 
 

                                                      
10 National Crime Records Sureau, Ne< Felhi 166[ Quoted in Fr. R B RaghavanA Figures of crime, 

Frontline, ]uly 30 1666 
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>otwithstanding the complex and often contradictory phenomenon* we need to 
systematically collect information on complianceK Some suggested indicators areT 
!" Domen^s access to legal aid and sheltersT >umber of legal aid units and their 

utilisation* Yuantum of national resources and development aid invested in them over 
a time periodK  

!" Crimes against women and percentage of registered cases that have lead to 
convictionK cere we could include unnatural deaths* rape* molestation* abuse and so 
onK 

!" Documenting and compiling reported outcomes of "ati ?anchayat (in recent times the 
media has been reporting horrible cases of handing out punishments to girls / their 
parents* even death sentencee) and other traditional forumK  

!" Civil and property cases against women* cited causes for divorce and desertion* case 
histories of women confined to mental asylums – systematically gathering 
information on these issues could be usefulK 

!" Community survey information on prevalence of domestic violence* child marriages 
and so on could also be valuable – even though they may be from small studies done 
by feminist researchersK 

Women1s access to decision making forum and political spaces 
India is one of the pioneers in the world to introduce legislation reserving 30 per cent of 
seats in local selfNgovernment institutions and municipal corporations for womenK This* 
by itself* is truly a tremendous achievementK It is now widely acknowledged that this is 
the outcome of almost two decades of advocacy by the women^s movementK The d3rd and 
d)th amendment to the Indian Constitution is a marker that will eventually have far 
reaching implicationsK cowever* evidence pouring in from different parts of the country 
show that the battle is far from overK The very issues we have discussed in the preceding 
sections of this paper prevent women from making full use of this opportunityK Domen 
representatives need training and information support to function effectively and enter 
traditional male dominated spaces with confidenceK Dhere they have done so* there is 
now some concrete evidence to show that men resort to noNconfidence motions to 
dislodge the woman Sarpanch and elect a manK Many women have found it difficult to 
interact with officials at the District and Block levels – who come across as hostileK There 
have even been bi\arre cases where they recognise the husband of the elected woman as 
the de facto representativee 
 
Compiling information at the >ational level could* in the next ten years* become a very 
effective indicator of improvement in the status of women in IndiaK At this stage* data on 
elections and subseYuent development* case studies* information on training programmes 
and other forms of ongoing support across the country could help us map interesting 
regional trendsK Bor example* it is said the experience in Madhya ?radesh and Earnataka 
is Yuite encouraging primarily because State Zovernments have played a proactive role in 
enhancing the capability of women to meet this new challengeK =n the other hand* the 
experience of Tamil >adu* 4agasthan and Uttar ?radesh have been dishearteningK The 
case of Tamil >adu is of particular interest because it is fast catching up with Eerala on 
the demographic and educational front N but there seems to be a lot of resistance to 
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women^s participation in ?anchayatsK A recent case study done in Dharmapuri District 
revealed that there was a lot of hostility towards women* especially Dalit women* during 
the electionsK There were reported incidences of active obstruction by local officials who 
did not share information on the reserved seats((K In 4agasthan* a large number of women 
Sarpanch were removed by vote of no confidenceK Brivolous financial misappropriation 
cases were used to remove women who tried to assert their authority(2K 

Concluding remarks 
Domen^s status influences access to a wide range of resources N both within the family 
and outsideK It is now acknowledged that unless we recognise these linkages and design 
development programmes to ensure some degree of convergence* we will not be able to 
breakout of the current impasseK -ven a cursory study of these linkages prove beyond 
doubt that when we lift the fstatistical ?urdah(3] it becomes more than evident that 
women are productive workers whose contribution is tremendous in the national 
economyK The poorer the family* the greater is their contribution to the household 
economyK 4ecognising this elementary fact is a necessary step towards improving the 
economic situation of people below the poverty lineK In the last twentyNfive years it small 
and large scale research studies have shown that a magor share of the income earned by 
women goes into maintenance of the family and even a marginal increase in women^s 
income translates into better nutrition* health and education of childrenK Despite 
recognition of this fundamental truth* we as a nation are not yet ready to invest in 
improving the situation of women and enhancing their bargaining power in the family 
and in societyK Domen continue to have limited access to education* healthcare services* 
credit* employment* training and so onK 
 
It is in this context that we can confidently argue that understanding women^s status and 
developing tools to measure it is a good starting pointK A clearer understanding and a 
more honest appreciation of ground realities have always helped policy maker and 
administrators reach their goalsK Unfortunately* while we set idealistic goals* our 
experience of moving towards them* at best* has been Yuite tardyK This is not to blame 
one set of leaders or administrators* but experience of the last fifty years on many fronts 
have been far from encouragingK Dhile there are significant regional variations* India^s 
record in this sector is still less than satisfactoryK 
 

                                                      
11Vimala Ramachandran and Lucy favier, Internal Revie< of SEARCH extension programme, 

SEARCH Sangalore, April 166[. 
12 Information shared by Panchayati Raj Fepartment of Dovernment of Rajasthan, March 1666 
13 Dender and poverty in India, A Jorld San= Country Study, Jashington, 1661 
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SECTION III 

POLIC] AND PROGRAMME INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE WOMEN1S 
STATUS 

 
Let us now move from generalities to more specific analysis of the factors that determine 
women^s status and whether and how the policies and programmes of the Zovernment 
have made a difference in IndiaK It is now well known that Zovernment of India^s own 
understanding of development has changed over the last fifty yearsK Beginning with a 
welfare approach in the (an0s* we gradually moved towards a fdevelopment] approach 
in the midN(ad0s and to a fempowerment] approach in the (aa0sK Scanning Zovernment 
of India^s policy documents it becomes evident that this shift was not confined to women 
aloneK In many ways* the Zovernments policy towards Dalits* tribal communities and 
women – have evolved in roughly the same directionK cowever* in this paper* we will 
restrict ourselves to womenK 
 
In the first twenty years after India became independent the primary focus of political 
leaders and development administrators was on building a strong foundation for 
industrialisationK Dhile the ideologues of the Congress ?arty were keenly aware of social 
and gender ineYualities* it was felt that India should concentrate on industrialisationK As a 
result* in the (an0s we as a nation paid more attention to agricultural development* basic 
industries* power generation and higher educationK This is not to say that we did not have 
any programmes for womenK 4ooted in a more traditional welfare framework* in the early 
years we focused on two areas* vi\KT one* legal eYuality through constitutional guarantees 
and laws and two* welfare programmesK The early community development approach saw 
the family as an organic whole* but given the nature of Indian society* this approach was 
focused on the underprivileged sections of societyK Affirmative action was not extended 
to womenK This approach is Yuite consistent with global understanding of development 
issuesK 
 
The Community Development ?rogramme ((an2) was initiated to promote agricultural 
development and social welfareK The focus was rural IndiaK In (an) there was a 
realisation that women workers would be needed to reach out to poor rural womenK As a 
result* each development block in a district was provided with two fZram Sevikas] 
working under the overall supervision of one fMukhya Sevika]K This scheme also 
provided for the formation of fMahila Mandals] which was to be the nodal point for 
creating greater awareness about health and nutrition among womenK Domen were not 
seen as workers and the urban middleNclass influence was Yuite evident when women 
were described as fhousewives]K Delfare programmes for women were focused on 
widows* deserted women etcK Dith the creation of the Central Social Delfare Board 
(CSDB) in (an)* welfare extension services were introduced to provide fpoor mothers] 
with supplementary nutrition* healthcare and so onK Some social education activities were 
also initiated and training programmes were limited to sewing* food processing* 
handicrafts and so onK The main obgective of training programmes was to enable women 
to fsupplement] family incomeK This approach to women and development continued 
almost uninterrupted till the (ad0sK 
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Central Social Welfare Board 
 
The CSDB was established in (an( under the Ministry of DelfareK This autonomous institution 
established by the Zovernment in every State has been the main vehicle for the implementation of 
welfare programmes for women and childrenK Bunds received by the SCDB are channelled 
through >Z=s across the countryK Most of the programmes are run as grantNinNaid schemesK Brom 
(an( to the midN(ad0s this has been the most important source of funding for >Z=s working 
with women and childrenK Starting with a modest budget of 4upees 23n Lacs in (an( the annual 
budget d828K(2 Lacs in (aadK The CSDB manages a wide range of programmes* namelyT 
!" Mahila Mandals 
!" costels for working women 
!" Integrated preNschool programme 
!" Condensed courses of education and vocational training 
!" Crrche* dayNcare centres for children of working / ailing women 
!" Awareness generation progects 
!" Bield Counselling centres 
!" Border area progects 
!" ?rotection home / shortNstay homes for women and girls 
!" Crrche workers training 
!" coliday camps 
!" Legal literacy camps 
 
The food crisis and famine of the midN(a60s came as a rude shockK In the first twenty 
years ((a)dN6d) the main thrust was on basic infrastructure development* basic 
industries* higher education and irrigationK The (a62 war with China* (a6n was with 
?akistan and the terrible food crisis in the midN(a60s marked a turning pointK As a result 
in the next ten (mid (a60s to mid (ad0s) the main thrust of our planning system was selfN
sufficiency in food and population stabilisationK Zaribi catao N the popular slogan of 
Indira Zandhi and the massive mobilisation for population stabilisation stand out in the 
(ad0sK 
 
Dinds of change started sweeping India in the midN(ad0sK ?olitically* the f-mergency] 
and what followed was hailed as the turning point for Indian democracyK India was said 
to have come of age as a democratic nationK At the economic front the fZreen 
4evolution] enabled India to attain some degree of selfNsufficiency in food grainK At the 
regional level India^s role in the formation of Bangladesh followed by a more assertive 
foreign policy changed global perception of IndiaK At the social front* the emergence of 
the Dalit and traditionally backward castes* especially in South India* was yet another 
watershedK The churning had begunK 
 
It was in these momentous times that the Zovernment constituted a Committee on the 
Status of Domen in India (CSDI)K Their report* fTowards -Yuality] was released and 
tabled in ?arliament in (ad)K  This report* the first of this kind* compiled valuable data 
and information about different dimensions of women life N women as agricultural 
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workers* as daily wage earners* as primary providers in poor households and so onK 
Domen^s contribution to the household and to the economy was captured for the first 
timeK This was guxtaposed to the prevalent situation of women N educational achievement* 
access to health care* mortality rates* intraNhousehold food distribution and resultant poor 
nutrition status of women and girls and so onK The report also put together evidence on 
domestic and societal violence* laws and their enforcement and women^s lack of access 
to legal or gudicial protectionK It can truly be said that this report changed the way women 
were looked at by many economists* planners and administratorsK If the (a60s was called 
the fdangerous decade]* the (ad0s can be called the fcontradictory decade]K At one level 
the texture of the development debate changed in the country* our international profile as 
a aggressive antiNmultinational and antiNimperialist was strengthened* we were among the 
first to document the status of women and the situation of socially disadvantaged 
communitiesK At another level* we were ourselves not convinced about our rhetoricK As 
the evolving contradictions in India^s ?opulation ?olicy shows* we said one thing and did 
something Yuite differentK As we can see in the Box on population policy given below* it 
is indeed ironic that when we talk about education* healthcare* employment and other 
related issues* the poor status of women in Indian society is cited as a reason for nonN
fulfilment of our goalsK But when it comes to birth control* policy makers and 
administrators conveniently forget that women do not have the freedom to decide when 
she should marry* how many children she should have or how her children should be 
brought upK Domen are not autonomous entitiesK  cusband* parentsNinNlaw* other 
relatives* the immediate community and caste and religious leaders decide what women 
will wear* where she will go* whom she will marry* whether she will work outside the 
house* how much she can eat N the list is endlessK Acknowledging the roots of women^s 
poor status does not always translate into concrete policies and programmeK The schism 
between Zovernment policy* concrete programmes and their manifestation on the ground 
increased N creating a big gap between rhetoric and realityK  
 

Domen and India^s population policy   
 
India^s population policy has been a contentious issue for at least thirtyNfive yearsK It is well 
known that since (an2 the rationale* thrust and obgective of India^s population policy has been 
population control and the main vehicle to achieve this has been family planningK The most 
important indicator has been couple protection rate and the most popular method is method 
specific family planning target N iKeK sterilisationK Till (add men were the main target but since 
then it has been womenK De have gone through many ups and downs and this dilemma has been 
captured well in -ighth BiveNyear ?lan document ((aa2) of Zovernment of IndiaK The 
fcontainment of population growth through active people^s coNoperation and effective scheme of 
incentives and disincentives] is identified as the sixth most important obgective of government 
policyK The government aims to reduce fthe birth rate from 2aKa per thousand to 26 per thousand 
by (aadK] A reduction in birth rates is to be accomplished by a fholistic approach to social 
development and population control* integrated programmes for raising female literacy* female 
employment* status of women* nutrition and reduction of infant and maternal mortalityK The 
younger couples* who are reproductively most active will be the focus of attention* with 
necessarily a greater emphasis on spacing methods* although the terminal methods would 
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continue to remain the important means of birth controlK Medical termination of pregnancy will 
have to play an important role in the entire scheme of family planning in the -ight ?lanK]() 
cow did such a selfNcontradictory policy evolve in IndiaP  
(an0s and (a60sT India^s policy on population dates back to (an2 when the family planning 

programme was launchedK In the early years* the poor (both men and women) were 
targeted and the mainstay of the programme was male and female sterilisationK Spacing 
methods were still not very popular and the pill had not caught on across the worldK 
Sterilisation was the only option for couples who did not want any more childrenK Dhile 
it was known that many women resort to abortion as a means of family planning* and that 
a large number of women died due to unsafe backNstreet abortions* we were still 
exploring the possibility of legalising abortionK 

(ad0sT This decade started with the unprecedented initiative by the Zovernment – the Medical 
Termination of ?regnancy Act in (ad( was passedK India was one of the few countries 
that took this bold stepK  

            India also was one of the few countries to take a firm stand in the Bucharest ?opulation 
ConferenceK Dr Earan Singh declared fDevelopment is the best contraceptive]K Indian 
government rhetoric against the grand imperial design of the western block* the invasion 
of CocaNCola and IBM and the population control conditionalities attached to 
international aid N catapulted India into the spokesperson of the nonNaligned nationsK 
cowever back home we were plunged into the emergency and the main slogan of Mrs 
Indira Zandhi was population controlK The government targeted menK The vasectomy 
nightmare is said to have reversed Mrs Zandhi^s fortunes in (addK  By the end of the 
seventies the climate changed dramaticallyK Targeting men proved politically expensiveK 
By the end of the decade women became the target of population controlK  fBemale 
sterilisation* which accounted for )n percent of all sterilisation^s in (adnNd6 fell to only 
2n percent in (ad6Ndd* rose to 80 percent in (addNd8K Throughout the (a80s they 
accounted for about 8n percent of all sterilisation^s* and in (a8aNa0* a(K8 percentK](n  

(a80sT Dhile female sterilisation remained the backbone of the family welfare programme* the 
Zovernment acknowledged the need to address infant and maternal mortalityK The 
maternal and child health programme was strengthened and made it a part of their overall 
strategy to promote familyNwelfareK By the end of the (a80s it started becoming Yuite 
evident that female sterilisation alone has not resulted in lowering fertility* spacing 
methods had to be exploredK  The Zovernment started exploring longNacting hormonal 
contraceptivesK  Trials started on ingectible contraceptives and implants* leading to an 
open confrontation between women^s organisation and the governmentK Simultaneously* 
evidence from across the world and from some regions in India (the Eerala miracle) 
showed a positive correlation between female literacy and educational levels and small 
familiesK Therefore* towards the end of the (a80s India^s population policy started 
promoting women^s education in a big wayK  

(aa0sT This decade also started with yet another important legislationK In (aa) the Zovernment 
passed the ?re >atal Diagnostic TechniYues (4egulation and ?revention of Misuse) ActK 
This was initiated by the Department of Bamily Delfare* Z=I as a response to growing 
incidence of female feticideK  

             -conomic crisis* balance of payments problems* increased external debt and the nascent 

                                                      
14 Dovernment of India, Eighth Five gear Plan 166286[, volume one (1662) Xuoted in  Shobha 

Raghuram and Ani=a Rahman (Editors) 8 rethin=ing Population 8 proceeding of a consultation on 
<omen’s health and rightsM HIV_S, Sangalore, 166Z 

1Z T B Sundari Ravindran,  Jomen and the politics of population and development in India, in  
Population Policy and Reproductive RightsM IJIF, Madras, 166Z 
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liberalisation policy brought with it another sense of urgency to address the factors that 
result in high population growthK Demographers* population pundits and policy makers 
started arguing that women^s education will bring down birth ratesK  Maternal and child 
heath advocated argued for expanding primary health care to ensure child survival and 
bring down birth ratesK The familyNplanning advocates argued for a wider basket of 
contraceptives* including longNacting hormonal implants and ingectionsK  The women^s 
lobby emphasised the need to alter women^s status in society through empowerment and 
income generation programmesK In short* the early nineties saw a lively debate N different 
departments in the government argued for different strategiesK Almost all of them agreed 
that contraception and sterilisation alone cannot turn the tideK  

            The Cairo conference held in (aa) signalled a dramatic shift from demographic targets to 
Yuality of life indicatorsK Zovernment of India withdrew family planning targets in select 
districts in (aan and on ( April (aa6 they declared the entire country ftargetNfree]K Dith 
substantial loan from the Dorld Bank and aid from bilateral and multilateral agencies* the 
Zovernment launched the 4eproductive and Child cealth programme in April (aadK The 
main focus is still on women* but with one significant differenceK The healthcare needs of 
women in different age groups* especially adolescent girls* and the importance of male 
involvement and male responsibility in contraception is now an integral part of the new 
packageK ?romoting women and girls education continues to be an important aspect of the 
new policyK 

 
The Sixth ?lan ((a80N(a8n) was an important landmarkK Bor the first time the plan 
document introduced a chapter on women and developmentK This plan period saw the 
introduction of poverty alleviation programmes that concentrated on promoting 
livelihood programmes for the poor to assure employment in the lean season and 
promoting selfNemploymentK The Integrated 4ural Development ?rogramme (I4D?) was 
introduced in (adaK Loans were provided through banks to families below the poverty 
lineK This loan was expected to encourage selfNemployment among the poor through 
purchase of productive assets like cattle* looms* carts etcK 30 per cent of the beneficiaries 
were to be womenK cowever administrators soon realised that availability of credit alone 
does not ensure optimum utilisationK Lack of bargaining power* illiteracy and the general 
vulnerability of the poor to unscrupulous middlemen and rural power brokers negated the 
benefitsK Corruption and benami transactions were commonK Developing entrepreneurial 
abilities and developing their selfNconfidence to negotiate a complex administrative 
system were identified as important inputsK It was also felt that groups of women might 
be able to function better than individualsK Therefore* the Zovernment introduced three 
programmes* namelyT Training of 4ural _outh for SelfN-mployment (T4_S-M)* 
Development of Domen and Children in 4ural Areas* Support for -mployment 
?rogramme for Domen (ST-?)K The presence of milk coNoperatives and other collective 
forum* it was felt* could enable women to negotiate banks and middlemen from a position 
of strengthK The (a80s also saw the introduction of a wide range of proNpoor 
programmes* namely Maharashtra -mployment Zuarantee Scheme (M-ZS)* >ational 
4ural -mployment ?rogramme (>4-?)* 4ural Landless -mployment Zuarantee 
?rogramme (4L-Z?) and "awahar 4o\gar _ogana ("4_)K The experience of these 
programmes has been Yuite mixed and it emerged that the most backward regions of the 
country did not record any significant progressK 
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Revamping DWCRA – The Andhra Pradesh Experience16 
 
By (aa2 DDC4A to become the vehicle for empowerment of the poor to manage resources and 
productive assets(dK The State Zovernment decided to promote selfNhelp groups starting with 
savings and creditK A decision was taken to provide DDC4A revolving fund only to those groups 
who have successfully rotated their own savings for six to eight monthsK =lder groups facilitated 
the formation of new groups and each village was encouraged to have as many groups as they 
wishK The obgective was to ensure all poor women become members of a groupK Dhile revamping 
the programme some essential characteristics were spelt out* namelyT 
!" Domen should be able to come together in homogeneous groups N occupation* economic 

status and /or habitation being the common linkK 
!" They must develop group synergy and identity and in the process enhance their ability to 

negotiate with the world outsideK This will also usher selfNconfidence and collective strengthK 
!" Domen must be able to save for a purpose* not necessarily only surplus funds and make a 

conscious decision to set aside some moneyK 
!" Domen should have the full freedom to decide who should get a loan* and for what purposeK 

If a group decides to give precedence to emergency crisis consumption loan* so be itK This 
OpowerO will build their selfNesteemK 

!" The middleman should be eliminated* a government functionary or a >Z= as signatory to 
withdraw DDC4A fundsK 

!" The government should not promise anythingK >o lollipops* incentives or disincentivesK 
!" The group should be given the right to determine its own criteria for membershipK 
!" The government should build a good information system on the groupsK 4andom sampling 

could be used to generate informationK  it is not necessary to generate detailed information on 
all groupsK 

!" It is important to take the programme to scale and permit multiple groups in a villageK Let 
women decide how many groups they wantK Aggressive and sustained effort to take the 
programme to every single poor woman is the keyK 

!" Administration should focus on social mobilisation and make a conscious decision to leave 
the rest to womenKO 

This strategy led to a sudden spurt in the number of savings / DDC4A groupsK In (a8dN88 there 
were only (00 groups in >ellore DistrictK But in (aa6Na6 there were n8d2 groups and there has 
rotated 8)3K)d Lacs of 4upeese This was the only District in India where both DDC4A and 
I4D? funds were channelled through women^s groupsK The savings and DDC4A movement 
together formed an orchestrated development plan for the districtK DDC4A become the nerve 
centre of the community mobilisation strategyK It provides a vital link between the people and the 
administrationK It was hoped that womenRs involvement in development would change the texture 
of community participation and working towards sustainable livelihood for women would benefit 
the family with appreciable change in nutrition* health* education* economic and social statusK 
This approach seemed to resonate global understanding that Odevelopment* if not engendered* is 
endangeredO(8* because a gender sensitive development model widen choices of both men and 
womenK  
By the midN(a80s it became Yuite apparent that credit and employment guarantee 
                                                      
16 Vimala RamachandranA Critical Consciousness, Credit and Productive Assets C Bey to sustainable 

livelihood, UNICEF Monograph, ]anuary 1666 
1[ In 1662 established credit groups <ere encouraged by the government to form ne< groups 

leading to an organic expansion. There are around 6000 groups today out of <hich 3Z00 are said 
to be good. 

18    Human Fevelopment Report, 166ZM UNFP. 
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schemes work better if women are organisedK The importance of programmes that will 
help women come together in groups* become aware* gain greater confidence and 
enhance their ability to access information was acknowledgedK So* in the midN(a80s 
policy makers and development practitioners started advocating education and awareness 
programmes for womenK The Mahila Mandal scheme launched in (an) under the 
Community Development ?rogramme was evaluatedK It emerged that a magority of these 
women^s groups were inactive and the very fact that high caste women were in 
leadership positions effectively kept the poor outK -valuations pointed out that this 
scheme did not really reach out to poor womenK The composition of DDC4A groups was 
better because this was only open to women from families below the poverty lineK    
 
In (a8) the Zovernment of 4agasthan introduced a novel programme – Domen^s 
Development ?rogrammeK OThe broad aim of the DomenRs Development ?rogect (DD?) is 
to operationalise the policy frame for womenRs developmentK In doing so it takes note of the 
fact that most government schemes are not accessible to women due to lack of receiving 
mechanisms and that it is possible to create such mechanisms through flexible and 
diversified structures backed by effective participation of women as the grass roots levelK 
The DD? also takes note of the fact that for too long men have been entrusted the 
responsibilities of womenRs development N in the family* government and society N and that a 
decisive shift is necessary in order to entrust these responsibilities to women at all levelsK _et 
another aspect of the broad aims of the DD? is the need to encourage and create agencies* 
groups and individuals to articulate concern towards indignities and discrimination against 
womenK In this sense* the principle aim of the DD? is to empower women through 
communication of information* education and training to enable them to recognise and 
improve their social and economic statusKO(a 
 
DD? was launched with a low profile training of Sathins in August N September (a8) in 
?adampura* "aipur DistrictK This training was a uniYue experienceK OConceptually 
development was understood as Rinternalised growthR and therefore not a matter of handing 
down schemesK This growth demanded as its preNcondition a climate of hope and confidence* 
generating selfNconfidence and group effortK The main thrust of the programme for rural 
women* therefore* was for facilitating these RconditionsR through diverse processesK Dhat 
these processes would be* was something which was continually to be discovered through 
experimentsKKKKThe programme in a very real sense* had to be an ongoing exercise in learning 
organically by doing* based on the premise that a development programme has to develop 
rather than be implementedKO20 
 
The programme revolved around a highly motivated group of village level animators called 
Sathins* cluster level facilitators called ?rachetas* programme staff* training and support 
teams in IDA4A and a supportive network of activists and researchersK By (a8d the 
programme was extended to six districtsK The process of periodic reflections enabled us to 

                                                      
    16 Jomenhs Fevelopment Project, Rajasthan (Project Focument, popularly =no<n as the yello< 

boo=), Fepartment of Rural Fevelopment and Panchayati Raj, Dovernment of Rajasthan, May 1684. 
    20 Exploring Possibilities 8 A revie< of the Jomenhs Fevelopment programme, RajasthanM Institute 

of Fevelopment Studies, ]aipur, Fecember 1686. 
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identify bottlenecksK cowever* with the withdrawal of external assistance (U>IC-B) in (aa2 
the programme started flounderingK By (aan this uniYue programme faced stiff resistance 
from various Yuarters and today* despite repeated reYuests by Zovernment of India and the 
>ational Commission for Domen* the very essence of the programme has been scuttledK 
Today a mere shell of this programme existsK 
 
In (a88 the 4eport of the >ational Commission for SelfN-mployed Domen and Domen 
in the Informal Sector (>CSD) was tabledK This landmark report gathered firstNhand 
account of women at work* analysed the laws affecting women and made farNreaching 
recommendationsK -la Bhatt who had set up S-DA in Zugarat chaired this commissionK 
The valuable data collected by this commission also highlighted the health ha\ards faced 
by women and advocated the importance of making women^s work safeK It also argued 
for a more proactive role to promote women^s educationK 4egional variations and the 
situation of very poor women were highlightedK Unfortunately* this report did not result 
in any concrete policy level or programmes for womenK But what it did achieve was to 
enhance the visibility of women^s work and their contribution to the economyK  
 

Programmes for and Reports on Women in the 1980s and 1990s 
(ada Integrated 4ural Development ?rogramme – 30p beneficiaries to be women (I4D?) 
(ada Training of 4ural _outh for SelfN-mployment (T4_S-M) 
(a8( Application of Science and Technology for Domen 
(a82 Support to -mployment ?rogramme for Domen (ST-?) 
(a82 Development of Domen and Children in 4ural Areas (DDC4A) 
(a83 >onNformal -ducation exclusively for girls (>B-) 
(a8) Domen^s Development ?rogramme of 4agasthan (DD?) 
(a8n Child Survival and Safe Motherhood 
(a86 >ational ?olicy on -ducation – -ducation for Domen^s -Yuality 
(a88 >ational Commission for SelfN-mployed Domen and Domen in the Informal Sector (>CSD) 
(a88 >ational ?erspective ?lan for Domen (>??D) 
(a88 Domen^s Development Corporations (DDC) 
(a8a Mahila Samakhya – -ducation for Domen^s -Yuality 
(aa( >ational Commission for Domen 
(aa3 4astriya Mahila Eosh – >ational Credit Bund for Domen 
(aa3 Mahila Samriddhi _ogana 
(aa) caryana Integrated Domen^s Development ?rogramme 
(aan >ational Crrche Bund for Childcare Services 
(aan Indira Mahila _ogana (not yet launched) 
(aad 4eproductive and Child cealth ?rogramme 
 
In the Seventh ?lan period ((a86Na() Domen^s Development Corporations were 
established in may StatesK The DDCs were intended to promote women^s economic 
advancementK Again* like most programmes the impact has been patchyK States like 
Maharashtra* Eerala and Tamil >adu took an early lead* while the most backward 
regions are yet to realise the potential of this institutionK 
 
The Mahila Samakhya programme was formulated in (a8dN88 as an effort to 
operationalise a bold new policy statementK  There was a feeling in administrative circles 
that the >?- ((a86) policy document* especially the chapter on -ducation for Domen^s 
-Yuality cannot be implementedK 4esponding to this challenge* the Zovernment initiated 
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a participatory planning process to develop a programme conceptK Drawing upon past 
experiences the basic principles of a new programme were enunciatedK The programme 
essentially revolved around the formation of women^s groups (with a focus on poor 
women)* their training in order to build selfNesteem and selfNconfidence followed by 
concrete educational and other developmental inputsK =ne of the basic tenets of the 
programme was to respect women^s existing knowledge and skill* build on their life 
experience and enable them to discover their strengthsK -ducation* by way of literacy and 
other training inputs* was to be provided on demandK This programme is now being 
implemented in Earnataka* Uttar ?radesh* Zugarat* Madhya ?radesh* Eerala* Assam and 
BiharK 
 

Mahila Samakhya today21 
 

!" 4ecent evaluations and reports report that the programme today reaches out to poor rural women in 2n00 villages 
in the U?* Zugarat* Andhra ?radesh and Earnataka and (300 in Bihar (status as of "uly (aad)K It is far less that 
what was anticipated in (a88K Bormation and sustaining women^s groups in the villages covered has not been 
easyK In some areas women leaders have emerged* but groups have not been consolidatedK There is no uniform 
fmodel] and openNended guidelines of the progect were interpreted differently in different regionsK Bor example 
Andhra ?radesh does not have any paid worker at the village level* and all the 2n2 villages covered so far have 
functioning women^s groupsK 

!" These women^s groups or informal gathering around rural women leaders is the fulcrum around which the 
programme revolvesK Information* realNlife education* demand articulation* monitoring schools and other 
government services* struggles – all these happen at this levelK 

!" -ducation is happening and it still retains the thrust of the conceptual framework of the programmeK AcYuiring 
self confidence* being able to deal with authority* knowledge of one^s body and health issues* feeling more in 
command of one^s situation (shedding helplessness) and some reading and writing – feducation* viewed in this 
light* permeates all of the MS programme22]K Mahila Samakhya has empowered women along the line* especially 
grassroots facilitators* women leaders and functionariesK 

!" In the last five years education of children* adolescent girls and women^s literacy have intensifiedK Dhere 
feasible* the programme has plugged into the Literacy CampaignK But the experience of the programme with 
women^s literacy has been mixedK In some areas like Sabarkanta in Zugarat literacy for women was taken up at an 
early stageK But in most other areas* women have come to appreciate the relevance of literacy and education* 
especially for their daughtersK =ne can say with confidence that the programme has created a positive 
environment for education and learningK 

!" Mahila Shikshan Eendra (Domen^s -ducation Centres) – residential condensed programme for outNofNschool 
girls and for dropouts has been a magor success in the last five yearsK Adolescent girls* young women and women 
leaders have responded to this with enthusiasmK Despite increasing demand the programme has not been able to 
create more residential centres* and this has been acknowledged as a problem areaK 4ecent evaluation reports 
point to the lack of sustained educational resource support for development of curriculum* teaching and learning 
material and training supportK >irantar – a Delhi based education resource group provides intensive backNup 
support to the programme in BandaK Similar support organisations do not exist everywhereK 

!" Mahila Samakhya has mobilised women to send their daughters to school and this is acknowledged as a very 
significant outcomeK >onNformal education centres special coaching classes for girls and educational fairs for 
children – these are cited as highlights of the programmeK 

!" =ne of the magor outcomes is women^s participation in local selfNgovernment institutionsK Many women leaders 
across the country contested ?anchayat elections and emerged successfulK  

 
The 4astriya Mahila Eosh formally launched in (aa3K Inspired by the Zramin Bank of 
Bangladesh and also the experience of S-DA in India* this programme is intended to 
enhance poor women^s access to creditK >Z=s are encouraged to manage the identify 

                                                      
21 SourceA Annual Reports and Indo8Futch Evaluation Reports, Fepartment of Education, D_I 

1686 to 166[ 
22 Sharada ]ain and Laxmi Brishnamurty, Mahila Sama=hya Study, _ctober 1666 
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women^s thrift and savings groups* enhance their managerial skills and give them a 
revolving fund to be used by group members for selfNemploymentK Since the inception of 
the programme aa*62d women have benefited from this scheme* In B_ (aanNa6 alone 4s 
aa*62d Lacs has been disbursed to 3d*n02 women in IndiaK 

@Women1s componentA and @Special ProgrammeA approaches23: 
Since (an( India has adopted different approaches to development planningK Starting 
with welfare programme* we have experimented with introducing special women^s 
components into existing programmes and also exclusive programmes for women^s 
developmentK  It is not uncommon* particularly in largeNscale government programmes* 
to add a OwomenRs componentO* in the belief that this will somehow take care of womenRs 
special concerns within the broader progect frameworkK It is believed that adding a 
OwomenRs componentO to a progect enable us to address women^s special needs and 
concernsK Bor example* ongoing schemes in rural development or basic education 
provides for a women^s component – either by way of a special cell or reserving a certain 
percentage of loans for womenK -xperience of many such programmes has shown that 
such programmes do not always achieve their obgective2)K It has been seen that the main 
concept and methodology of the progect has been designed without a gender perspective 
and a OwomenRs componentO is addedK A handful of staff (usually women) is recruited to 
work miracles and ensure gender impactK These staff members usually have neither 
decisionNmaking nor policyNmaking power in the progect structure* they are marginalised 
and treated as external to the main body* they are powerless in every sense* but are 
expected to ensure that women are empowered through the processK The OwomenRs 
componentO approach is therefore a paradox N gender concerns are neither central to a 
process or they are not* it cannot be actualised through grafted on componentsK As a 
result this approach invariably fails* even in its limited obgectivesK 
 
Another approach that has been widely experimented in India is to initiate a special 
programme for womenK Brom DDC4A to state specific programmes like Domen^s 
Development ?rogramme of 4agasthan and Mahila Samakhya in select states* it is 
believed that this approach is more effective than the OwomenRs componentO approachK 
Such programmes are generally designed for women and they tend to be more genderN
sensitive in conception* planning and executionK cowever* some cautionary notes are 
necessaryT Birstly* the ultimate impact of a programme/progect in empowering women 
and promoting gender eYuity* depends very much on the underlying analysis of gender* 
womenRs status and powerK If they are mainly targeted at improvements in womenRs 
condition N vi\K* giving them access to a little more income* better health services* water 
                                                      
23 This sub8section has been adapted from Renu=a Misra, Srilatha Satli<ala and Vimala 

RamachandranA Integrating gender concerns into mainstream programmes C a conceptual 
frame<or=, UNICEF India Country _ffice, Ne< Felhi, 1664. 

24 Most recently the experience of the Fistrict Primary Education Project in many areas has not been 
encouraging. Dender units / consultants report that they are marginalised and rendered 
ineffective. Similarly, experience of <ater8sanitation programmes in different parts of the country 
provides for training of <omen as hand8pump mechanics. These <omen become to=ens <hile the 
project itself fails to integrate <omen’s interests. Similar experiences have been reported in the 
erst<hile Sihar Education Project. 
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supply* or child care* they are unlikely to empower women in terms of socioNeconomic 
and political positionK ?ut simply* womenRs programmes designed within traditional 
framework of womenRs status in society (for exampleT the (an) Mahila Mandal scheme)* 
can reinforce rather than transform womenRs traditional position* even though they may 
enhance the Yuality of dayNtoNday existenceK Thus* it is important to recognise the 
limitations of such programmesK =n the other hand* programmes designed with a deeper 
understanding of gender and social power* and intended to simultaneously address both 
conditional and positional issues tend to have a more OempoweringO and lasting impact* 
because they tackle fundamental social and gender relations headNonK Secondly* there is a 
fear that the OwomenRs programmeO approach isolates* alienates* or ghettoises women 
from their menfolk* causing divisions and fragmentationK =r that such programmes pit 
men and women of the same social class against each otherK There is* of course* this 
dangerK =nce again* much depends on how the conceptual framework and longNterm 
vision of the programme approaches these issuesK But one fact must be clearly 
understoodT any strategy that truly empowers women is bound to disempower men of the 
same group* at least at one level and in the shortNrunK This might well cause a negative 
reactionK In practice* however* experienced activists say that these effects are shortNlivedb 
in most cases* men do get involved in the processes and impacts of OwomenRs 
programmesO* simply because they are part of womenRs livesK There are always some 
sensitive* supportive men in every group who begin to support womenRs struggles at an 
early stage without necessarily taking over or dominating the processK Men also begin to 
perform new roles like childcare and housework as their wives/mothers/sisters become 
involved in collective actionK Men have also marched with womenfolk organised by 
OwomenRs programmesO in their demand for better wages* return of encroached land* 
improved prices for their produce* against ecologically destructive development progects* 
or better Yuality social servicesK In short* the success of the OwomenRs programmesO 
approach depends very much on the conceptual framework* operational strategy and 
longNterm vision which guides itK There can be very empowering OwomenRs programmesO 
or very ineffective onesK 
 
If we analyse the range of government programmes discussed above it is Yuite apparent 
that evaluations and reviews have not been used as tools for strategic thinkingK >ew 
programmes and strategies are introduced without discontinuing the oldK -ven when the 
Zovernment is not comfortable about a programme* it is rarely terminatedK Let us take 
the case of the 4agasthan Domen^s Development ?rogrammeK It has been under 
suspended animation for over five years because the State Zovernment has not been in a 
position to take a categorical decisionK Competing interests have effectively scuttled 
decisionNmakingK 

Concluding remarks: 
Brom the above brief description of policies and programmes for women in India* it is 
Yuite apparent that wide ranges of strategies have been tried outK India is not only a vast 
country* prevailing diversity in the country and resulting complexity makes any national 
assessment almost impossibleK Dhile one strategy may have been effective in some 
regions* it fails in anotherK The classic example is DDC4AK There were 2n*0d( 
successful DDC4A groups in Andhra ?radesh and only (dn groups in 4agasthan* 3d( 
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groups in Dest Bengal* a00 groups in Bihare  ((aan* DDCD* Z=I) Similar experiences 
have been recorded in almost every programmeK Dhat this implies is that the mere 
introduction of programmes and policies is not enoughK Commitment of the State 
Zovernment and the general socioNcultural environment influences implementationK It is 
generally believed that women^s status is Yuite good in Tamil >adu* yet the Districts of 
Salem and Dharmapuri have become notorious for female infanticideK 4agasthan is 
popularly believed to be the most gender ungust society* yet this State has been home to 
some of the most successful innovations in women^s development and primary educationK 
Similar examples could be cited from almost any part of the countryK The important issue 
at stake is that at we stand in the threshold of the new millennium we need to remind 
ourselves that unless we are willing to grapple with gender ineYualities* -ducation for All 
will continue to remain a distant dreamK 
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SECTION IV 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE\ 
 

Visions of a gender just society25 
 
A few years after participating in a women^s empowerment programme of the Zovernment 
(Mahila Samakhya* Tehri Zarhwal* Uttar ?radesh (aa() a group of rural women came together to 
talk about their vision of a gender gust society* This is what they listedT 
!" Domen will be literate and more confidentK They will walk uprightK They will walk into the 

?anchayat office or village ?radhanRs house without fearK 
!" Domen will move around freelyK They will dare to drink tea in the village teaNstall* read the 

newspaper and discuss politicsK 
!" There will be a more eYuitable division of responsibilities within the householdK Men and boys 

will also fetch water and fodderK Zirls will go to school and boys will share household chores 
with girlsK 

!" Domen will not be beaten and abusedK There will be no fear of rapeK 
!" Domen will get the same wages as men for the same workK  
!" Men will act responsibility* use condoms and we will not have to shoulder the entire burden of 

contraception and abortionK  
!" De will be able to get medical help when we want and women will not die during childbirth or 

after an abortionK  
!" =ut family will celebrate the birth of a daughter and husbands will distribute sweetsK 
!" Domen will ride cycles and motorcyclesK De will also drive buses and tractorsK  
!" cusband will prepare the dough for roti and make tea for usK 
!" =ur skills and our knowledge on animals* herbs* household remedies* plants* trees and land will 

be respected* and we will also be given the status of farmersK 
 
Development is about people – men* women and childrenK It is about the Yuality of life of 
peopleK It is about ensuring that every citi\en can walk with her or his head held highK It 
is as much about enhancing the capabilities of people as meeting their material needsK 
And* if this is what we all mean by development* we cannot but address the gender 
dimension of ineYuality* oppression and violenceK De have seen that the deprivation 
faced by women in Yuite extraordinaryK It is perhaps the most glaring failure of 
Independent IndiaK  Improvement in economic situation or the physical availability of 
health centres and schools does not lead to greater utilisation by womenK It definitely 
does not automatically improve women^s statusK Therefore* empowering women to 
become active agents in their own emancipation is perhaps the only way out of this 
vicious cycle of poverty* powerlessness and gender discriminationK  
 
It is here that education* meant in the large sense* can play a very significant roleK 
-ducation in the real sense is about enhancing the capabilities of people to understand 
and deal with the world they live inK As the >ational ?olicy on -ducation ((a86) states 
education can be used as an fagent of basic change in the status of women]K In order to 
do that the system would have to fplay a positive* interventionist role in the 
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empowerment of women]K This basically means that we have the mandate to use 
education as an emancipatory toolK Bur do we have the political and administrative will 
to do soP 
 
In the last twenty years women^s programmes and development groups working among 
the poor women have shown that empowerment does not fhappen] automaticallyK The 
opportunity to come together as women triggers a process of selfNreflectionK Domen also 
realise that supporting each other is necessary to breakout of the isolation they all 
experience within their homesK If this process is not supported and encouraged* if 
institutional mechanisms for meaningful education are not created* and if women^s 
changed consciousness is not affirmed and supported at every stage* empowerment may 
never happenK It may gust be a flicker of consciousness that dies YuicklyK Similarly* if 
mainstream institutions and programmes continue to be dominated by insensitive and 
hostile service providers* then despite becoming conscious and also despite being 
organised* they cannot access services like healthcare* education* credit and so onK This 
could lead then to frustration and ultimately undermine the transformatory potential of 
social mobilisationK Binally* avenues for sustainable livelihood is not created poor women 
will sink deeper into a vicious circle of poverty and deprivationK 
 
Central to our search for strategies that could lead to women^s empowerment is the need 
to address nature of bureaucratic compartmentalisation and controlK Let us take a very 
popular strategy of the (aa0s – credit for poor women^s groupsK If the primary obgective 
is to give poor women access to credit for work or even emergency consumption needs in 
order to prevent them from getting trapped in the vicious circle of debt* then the 
mechanisms for making this work should start from an appreciation of their existential 
realityK Dhile designing credit scheme the governments should not only address credit 
related issues* but should simultaneously plan for training of women members and group 
leaders for a wide range of skills necessary to run a successful credit programmeK Starting 
with a participatory survey of the local market* to availability of raw materials and 
mechanisms to transport their goodsb a credit programme should also plan for training in 
managerial skillsK -xposure visits to the Block and District ceadYuarters* to Banks and 
also to local fairs and meals – all these should be seen as a necessary inputs to implement 
a successful credit programmeK 
 
Dhat does this implyP -ssentially this means that we cannot afford to plan for specific 
sectorsK An integrated and holistic approach is essential for creating an environment for 
changeK Dill the prevalent administrative culture permit initiate such a processP It is said 
that forces that work towards protecting status Yuo resist attempt to bring about systemic 
changesK De all know that there are examples where strong and dynamic leaders have 
been able to make a beginningK It all depends on our ability to build enough pressure and 
force the leadership to acknowledge the need for changeK The time has come to 
fundamentally alter the management of development programmesK De have to not only 
enhance women^s access to credit and productive assets* primary health care* basic 
education* natural resources management and the public distribution system* we have to 
simultaneously enhancing their capabilities to negotiate this uneYual world from a 
position of strengthK The challenge before us is to work towards a strategy that draws 
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upon the wealth of experience of different sectoral programmes and move towards 
genuine synergy and convergence* not gust of services but of approachesK 
 
-ducation for All cannot become a reality unless we acknowledge this simple truthK 
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